Seaguard® Ablative Anti-Foulant Coating is an advanced anti-foulant paint containing cuprous oxide for the prevention of barnacles, algae, coral, and other sessile marine fouling organisms. Recommended for the underwater surfaces of steel vessels operated in all coastal and oceanic waters.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS: Stir thoroughly and apply to a clean dry surface with a temperature above the dew point. Apply over previous coating (examples: primer, sealer, antifouling paint) or according to the written painting specifications developed for the particular vessel. Film thickness (measured by a film thickness gauge) and the number of coats required to be applied depend upon vessel hull conditions, trading pattern, and design in the form of painted film service life. Allow at least 10 hours dry time between coats of this product at 20°C/68°F. Drying time is proportionally longer at lower temperatures. If thinning is required for brushing, conventional spray or airless application, use Silica Pre-Step™ or Pre-Step™. Equipment should be promptly cleaned with R1K3 VMAP Naphtha after use. The ship may be floated when final coat is dry for 12 hours. Prolonged exposure to the atmosphere may affect the properties of this product.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
DANGER Corrosive. Causes eye damage and skin irritation. Wear goggles or face shield, rubber gloves, and other protective clothing such as long sleeved shirt, long pants, and hat. Product may be fatal if swallowed. Harmful if inhaled or absorbed through the skin. Product may be a dermal sensitizer. Do not get in eyes. Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing. Avoid breathing vapor, mist, dust or chips from sanding. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating or smoking. Use adequate ventilation. While spraying paint or sanding boat surface, wear a respirator jointly approved by the Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This material is toxic to fish. Do not apply directly to water by cleaning of equipment or disposal of wastes. Do not allow chips and dust generated during paint removal to enter water. Disposal of paint debris in an approved landfill. Do not discharge effluent containing this product into lakes, streams, ponds, estuaries, oceans or other waters unless in accordance with the requirements of a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit and the permitting authority has been notified in writing prior to discharge. Do not discharge effluent containing this product to sewer systems without previously notifying the local sewage treatment plant authority. For guidance contact your State Water Board or Regional Office of the EPA.

PHYSICAL CHEMICAL HAZARDS: FLAMMABLE
Keep container closed. Use with adequate ventilation. Store in a cool dry place away from heat, sunlight and open flame. Close container tightly after use. Do not use near heat or open flame.

Meets Mark for Shipbuilding/Repair under NESHAP regulations of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. VOH/VOC (g/l): 400

Distributed by
The Sherwin-Williams Company
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
©2007 The Sherwin-Williams Company

SPECIALTY AND MARINE COATINGS

ABLA TIVE ANTI-FOULANT COATING
BLUE
P30 LQ 13
6403-55178

ACTIVE INGREDIENT
Cuprous Oxide . . . . . . . . . 48.79%
INERT INGREDIENTS . . . . . . . . 31.21%
TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00%
METALLIC COPPER EQUIVALENT, 42.00% BY WEIGHT
CONTAINS PETROLEUM DISTILLATES, XYLENE OR XYLENE RANGE AROMATIC SOLVENTS.

1 U.S. Gal / 3.78 L

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN DANGER PRACTICAL TREATMENT SEE SIDE PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS.
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